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Lucas Sithole ‒ “We all have our dreams. We all have our choices. But it’s up to us if we wake up 

and chase our dreams or stick with our choices.”

On 27 September 2015 on SABC 3 at 19h27, the acclaimed short-film series 21 ICONS will feature 

the fourth icon of its third season: Paralympian wheelchair tennis player and South Africa’s top 

quadriplegic wheelchair tennis champion, Lucas Sithole.
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21 ICONS traces South Africa’s history over the course of its three seasons, moving from the fight 

for freedom to the country’s growth during democracy, and concluding with a vision of the future. 21 

ICONS is a celebration of individuals who inspire multitudes through their impact, integrity and 

influence.

As a world-class communicator of powerful stories, 21 ICONS uses photography, film and narrative 

to showcase the pivotal moments of South Africa’s nation-building journey.

Gary van Wyk (34) will step up as principal photographer for the third season. In previous seasons, 

Van Wyk has been a crucial part of 21 ICONS camera work, visually recording the nuances and 

intimate moments of each shoot in his distinctive reporting style. Adrian Steirn, who conceived the 

project, continues his involvement capturing the behind-the-scenes images.

This season has been envisaged as a tribute to the country’s future, shedding the spotlight on youth 

icons all under the age of 35. Their energy and drive has been captured in coloured portraits; a 

major departure from previous seasons which featured black-and-white fine arts portraits

Sithole has been selected for 21 ICONS South Africa Season III to showcase that people can make 

the best of their situation if they are able to surpass adversity and strive to be the best version of 

themselves. Sithole is one of the faces of the Wheelchair Tennis South Africa organisation and 

optimistic about his role in society. He believes that by focusing on an end goal we can all have an 

impact on others and the world we live in. He is actively involved in promoting tennis to disabled 

people and advocating diversity in the sport and fights against stereotyping and intolerance of 

people with disabilities.

“I think if I wasn’t disabled, and if God didn’t give me this chair I wouldn’t be a motivator to the youth 

and to other kids living with disability…I give them hope that there is a life in a wheelchair,” he says.

During a portrait sitting, Sithole tells Van Wyk how his life abruptly changed at age 12 when he was 

hit by a train in Dunhouser, KwaZulu-Natal. He lost both his legs and most of his right arm in the 

accident. However, this did not stop him from reaching for dreams and setting big goals. Despite 

being a triple amputee he set out to strive for greatness and has reached his goals.

The film gives an insightful and inspiring glimpse into South Africa’s most successful and 

accomplished wheelchair tennis player. Sithole achieved in ten years what most athletes spend a 

lifetime working toward – becoming one of the top disabled athletes in the world and the first African 

to win a Grand Slam title.

For the portrait ‘Against the Odds’, which will appear on the same day his short-film is released, Van 

Wyk describes the visual elements, “Sithole is photographed on a tennis court, racquet in hand, 

seated in the chair that he has collected his numerous titles in. With his fierce stare to camera and 

his racquet poised for battle, the lines of the tennis court converge to form V’s for ‘Victory’ at 

different angles, representing Sithole’s personal and professional battle to become the best at what 

he does.”

On the future of South Africa, he comments, “Everything is possible as long as you put your mind to 

it and you are ready to work hard for it.”
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